
The Guitar Circle Of Italy Winter Project, Rolo, Italy. 
Report by Luciano 
 
 
December 7th 2005, Wednesday. 
 
After a comfortable flight from Barcelona I arrived to Bologna Airport at 22.20 hrs. Filippo 
and Aldo picked me up and drove me to La Farnia, Rolo, Reggio Emillia. The trip was a 
bit longer as usual due to traffic jam in the highway.   
 
We arrived to the house at 23.25. The inaugural meeting for The Guitar Circle Of Italy 
Winter Project weekend began at 23.45.  
 
There was a long silence at the beginning, then the participants were asked to say who 
they are, what brought them here and which is their aim in being here for this weekend. 
After that a formal presentation the rules of the house were announced. On the board 
the Italian Team already posted the list of participants and roles: 
 
Participants: 
 

1. Alessandro Bruno 
2. Roberto Deiana 
3. Roberto Duse 
4. Aldo Garuti 
5. Thomas Gasser 
6. Filippo Guerini 
7. Vincenzo Granato 
8. Alessandro Papa 
9. Luciano Pietrafesa  
10. Mariana Scaravilli 
11. Stefano Simioni 
12. Richard Tettero 
13. Sylvain Truchet 
14. Barbara Zimmermann 

 
Staff: 
 
Alessandro Bruno, Treasurer 
Roberto Duse, Kitchen Coordinator 
Aldo Garuti, House Manager & Facilitator 
Filippo Guerini, Tour Manager 
Luciano Pietrafesa, Instructor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



December 8th 2005, Thursday. 
 
Rise at 6.30 
 
7.00 Tai Chi. The house was very quiet and the Tai Chi Sao exercises very flowed within 
the group.  
 
7.30 The practice of doing nothing. 
 
8.15 Breakfast by the Italian team.  
 
9.00 Warm up with Luciano in the ballroom. The group was asked to choose one note, 
which was going to be the first intentional note of the day. A nice and strange melody 
entered the room when the group began to play it. After a while we worked on 
circulations of different types using this notes.  
 
At 9.35 the metronome was turned on and we worked on the second and fourth 
primaries until 10.20 hrs. Towards the completion of the meeting an emerging theme 
was presented. 
 
10.30 Tai Chi. 
 
11.10 Meeting in the Kitchen. Alessandro presented an introduction to the Kitchen 
Rules. Roberto Duse, the Kitchen Coordinator, showed the Kitchen functions and tools. 
 
11.30 Meeting w/guitars.  
We were 9 people in the circle and began working on C maj circulations. There was very 
clear and strong musical moment during the last rounds. Then, Tango Apasionado was 
presented.  
 
12.30 Quiet time.  
 
13.00 Lunch.  
A very tasty meal prepared by Richard and Filippo: Italian pasta with tomato sauce, 
salad and zucchini omelet. The meal was served on time. 
 
Al asked the group if they have something to say about this morning work. 
 
14.15 Meeting w/ guitars.  
After a review of Tango Apasionado the group was asked for the pieces that the different 
circles had been playing so we can build up a tentative set list. There is not much time 
for preparation since the Performance is tomorrow evening in Crema (140 Km from 
Rolo). The Team needs a run though tonight. I made a list of 13 pieces and we played 
one by one. From the 13 calls, 9 remained in the set list: Invocation, Daybrake, 
Fireplace, Asturias, Hope, Tango Apasionado, Eye of the Needle, Calliope and Thrak. 
The group is asked for a volunteer to organize the section work schedule and Richard 
accepted this role. 
 
16.30 Tea.  



The Vienna team presented their work on the Bach Canon #6. The Italian team followed 
presenting Daybreak. Then, the Vienna Team played the Canon once again. Richard 
posted the section work schedule right after tea.   
 
17:30 Section work. 
After we set up the order of the players for the performance we begun section work on 
Tango Apasionado, Hope and Fireplace.  
The order for the Team in the rehearsal was: Luciano, Mariana, Barbara, Thomas, 
Vincenzo, Richard, Sylvain, Alessandro B, Spephano, Aldo, Roberto De, Roberto Du, 
Alessandro P and Philippo. 
 
18.30 Tai Chi.  
During the whole session there was a strong sense of the group in the room. This sense 
was especially remarkable during the fifth exercise. 
 
19.00 Dinner.  
There was a call for comments. One comment was about the circulations. This person 
noticed that the members of the circle are too much into searching the note instead of 
being available to pass the note.  
Another person in the table noticed that his degree of awareness within the group 
increased as the day developed. After that, somebody mentioned that he noticed a lot of 
twitching and noodling in the circle.  
 
20:15 Section work continued. 
We began the meeting with Circulations. Then we split in small groups working on Eye 
Of The Needle, Daybreak, Canon #6, Calliope and Invocation.  After each section work 
meeting the group met again to go through the piece together. Thrak was rehearsed. 
After the last piece we worked again on Circulation in C-Major and Circulation in D-Major 
with thumbs and 5-7 repetitions. Remarkable moment in the circulations around 22.50 
hrs. There was a very clear switch within the group.  
 
During the brake the sound team builded up the gear for the electric rehearsal. 
 
23:50 The rules for the sound check were presented. 
Sound check and run through the set list: 
 
. Invocation 
. Tango Apasionado 
. The Eye Of The Needle 
 
. Circulation C Major 
. Fireplace 
. Canon Variation #6 
. Day Break 
 
. Circulation D Major 
. Hope 
. Calliope 
. Asturias 



 
Pocket: Thrak 
 
Completion at 01:35 hrs. 
 
 
 
December 9th 2005, Friday. 
 
7.00 Rise 
7.30 Tai Chi 
8.00 Sitting 
 
8.45 Breakfast.  
A call for comments during breakfast turned very rapidly into conversation and 
discussion mode. This leaded straight into a high degree of dispersion within the group. 
Finally the discussion stopped with a suggestion of the Kitchen Coordinator ref how to 
organize the Kitchen Schedule from now on. This suggestion was to mix one 
experienced and one inexperience person for the meals preparations. 
 
10.00 to 11.00 Warm up with Luciano in the ballroom. 2nd Primary into 1st Primary. 
Towards the completion a musical circle. 
 
Time for personal practice on the weak spots until housework at 12.00. Everyone is 
practicing in the house. At 11.30 I joined the Kiel Team for the bread preparation.  
 
12.00 Housework. 
The instructions from the house manager: a suggestion to take care of the personal 
space was made as well as a remainder of the importance of the housework as part of 
the preparation for tonight's Performance. 
 
12.45 Housework completion. 
 
Personal Practice continued. 
 
13.30 Tai Chi / Quiet Time 
 
14.00 Lunch. 
There were very good comments and observations regarding the work this morning. One 
about noticing at Personal Practice time; other about Tai Chi and another on the Guitar 
Circle. The comments were interrupted several times by the Director of La Farnia, who 
came into the room to work with his computer. The situation of the "office & dinning 
room" was really hard for the course. 
Logistics for today's trip were announced by the Road Manager: at 15.45 ready to depart 
with the guitars downstairs.  
 
16:00 Encircle, the road manager assigned the people for each car and we departed to 
Crema. The outside temperature was getting lower during the trip. 
 



18:30 After more than a 140 Km on the road we arrived to "Laboratorio Tazerbau Cafe", 
at Crema Town. The venue was a café-bar. The place assigned to Perform was a big 
room next to the bar.  
 
No green room available so I choose to encircle on stage and wait for the audience 
sitting and ready to play. The owner of the bar was going to open the doors at 22.00. 
 
A professional photographer was taking many pictures. 
 
Setup and sound check. It was a long one. Then, we rehearsed how to leave the room 
and how to come back in case of encores. The group was called to be in tune and ready 
to encircle at 21.20 hrs 
 
20:30 Pizza, sandwiches and water provided by the owner of the place.  
 
21.20 We encircled, reviewed the set list and we wait for the signal from the owner of the 
place. He was going to tell us 5 min before the doors opened.   
 
The line up for the Roma Guitar Ensamble was from right to left: 
Luciano, Mariana, Barbara, Thomas, Vincenzo, Richard, Sylvain, Al, Stefano, Aldo, 
Roberto Deianna, Roberto Duse, Alessandro Papa and Filippo. 
 
The set list: 
. Invocation 
. Tango Apasionado 
. The Eye Of The Needle 
 
Al speech 
 
. Circulation C Major 
. Fireplace 
. Canon Variation #6 
. Day Break 
 
Tuning 
 
. Circulation D Major 
. Hope 
. Calliope 
. Asturias 
 
Acoustic encore: D maj circ with thumb surrounding the audience. 
 
It was a very good performance. The group was very solid and the highlights were the 
Circulations and Eye of the Needle. The connection with the audience was very strong 
during the whole performance. 
 
After Asturias we left the place and wait at the corridor. The applauses were very strong. 
We entered the performance space again and after we encircle part of the audience a D 



major circulation with thumb acoustic was called. Then, we left the room and encircled in 
the corridor, which was on the way to the bar. 
 
Some socializing was needed, especially from the local man (Filippo) and after the 
cables were collected and the guitars packed we encircled outside and left to Rolo. This 
time we took the highway. The temperature outside was several degrees below cero. 
 
We arrived to Rolo at 2.00 AM and after we encircled in the ballroom. 
 
December 10th 2005, Saturday. 
 
7.00 Rise. 
7.30 Tai Chi. 
8.00 Sitting. 
 
8.45 Breakfast. Very good comments and observation of last night event. 
 
11.00 Warm up. Second and First Primary variations. 
 
11.35 Meeting without guitars in the ballroom.  
The challenge of preparing two more pieces for tonight was presented. The group was 
also asked to choose one very small part of their practice and discharge it superbly. This 
work would be presented to Al and Luciano at 17.30 hs. 
 
12.00 Personal meetings with Luciano and Al began. 
 
13.00 Lunch was delayed 15 min. 
 
14.15 House work.  
 
14.30 Personal meetings with Luciano continued.  
 
16.00 Tea.  
Performances of the Canon # 7 and the Drinking Song. The Director of La Farnia 
showed up and sat next to Al and me. At the end of the performance he said some word 
in Italian. Something like: “Let us flight together with this celestial music, which is not 
easy to find nowadays...” 
 
The Canon # 7 was played again and then the Italian Team played Daybrake. Very 
funny situation when the Director of La Farnia joined again the table following the rhythm 
of the piece with his hands... 
 
The presentation of today's work was moved from 17.30 to 18.00 hrs. 
 
18.00 The group presented their work first individually and then the two new full group 
pieces. There was a lot of energy available in the room after this meeting was 
completed. I had the strong sense that this was the beginning of the completion of this 
course and if a choice would be possible I would avoid leaving the house this evening 



and contain this energy in the house instead. A big circle in the house felt much better 
than going to perform outside the house. But the group was commited to perfom tonight.  
 
18.45 Guitars downstairs ready to depart. Encircle outside, it is much colder than 
yesterday. 
 
After 15 min we arrived to the place, which is located near Rolo town. It is a fancy bar. 
There was a huge video screen with MTV totally ON.  The owner assigned one corner of 
the bar to use as stage and his own apartment located in the same building of the bar as 
a greenroom.  
 
Since there was not enough space in the bar I took the decision to play standing. The 
owner looked a bit unfriendly specially because (as I knew afterwards) he did not 
expected so many guitarists.  
 
The general situation was getting on the chaotic side, especially because of the high 
level of dispersion provided by the place.  
 
Sound check: It was difficult and long. The sound was terrible, thou the PA was the 
same one that we used in the house.  
 
21.30 Quiet time, only tuning.  
 
22.00 We encircled and moved into the bar.  
It was exactly the other face of the coin in comparison with the performance of the day 
before. The sound was even worse than during the sound check. The audience, with the 
exception of one table was not very supportive. It was a very hard Performance.  
 
Some changes in the set list on the spot and after an acoustic circulation into Asturias 
we left the bar.  
 
We encircled in the dark flat and after the instruction to save the comments for tomorrow 
we packed the staff and left the place.  
 
1.00 One car was lost so we had to wait for them in the road to continue together.  
1.20 Entering the house. 
Short meeting in the ballroom for tomorrow's schedule. 
 
 
December 11th 2005, Sunday. 
 
 
6:30 Rise. 
7:00 Sitting. 
7:45 Breakfast. Scramble eggs and tomatoes. 
 
Right after breakfast I packed my staff. Then there was a housework meeting to clean 
the house and rearrange the furniture in the rooms.   
 



9:00 Final Meeting. Most of the comments and observation were focused on last night 
performance. From my view it was a good chance for the Team to experience both 
Performances: Heaven on Friday and Hell on Saturday. Then there were some good 
comments on the last days.   
 
The Global GC Register said some words about the future activities and at 10:00 
Alessandro declared the course completed. 
 
11.00 Goodbyes and departure with Aldo, Roberto Deiana and Al to the airport.   
 


